The Turnkey Radio Frequency Health Management System

The first chute-side Turnkey Health Management System was developed in 1984 with the aid of feedyard personnel and veterinary professionals. From those early beginnings, the system has been completely redesigned to provide the best information, and the fastest chute-side entry of any software available today. We continue to enhance the Health Management System with chute-side connections to chute scales, temp probes, and EID tag readers.

The system is designed to run “live” at the hospitals by using radio frequency modems connecting the hospitals to a central server in the feedyard office. The Health System uses the Turnkey Feedyard Management and Accounting System database for both cattle and medicine inventories. Running the Health Management System from a central server provides all yard personnel with a single cattle and commodity inventory. When cattle are received, shipped, moved, fed, or processed, yard personnel are accessing the same cattle information.

The Turnkey suite of software applications were designed with total data integration as our primary goal. For over 30 years, Turnkey has provided quality software, hardware, service, and support as a supplier to the cattle feeding industry.

Call 800-999-0049 for an on-site demonstration of the Health Management System.
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Amarillo, TX 79159
Phone: 800-999-0049
Fax: 806-372-1249
Email: carey@turnkeynet.com